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About This Game

DESCRIPTION

Grab your controllers, choose your environment, and snap into action with your friends to build amazing contraptions and
machines in Perplexigon!

Jump into an immersive multiplayer VR physics sandbox game and choose from a toolbox of blocks and joints to create
anything from castles to complex remote controlled rockets.

Use the tracked Vive or Oculus Touch controllers along with seated or room-scale tracking to fully move around your
constructions and build them quickly and intuitively.

FEATURES

What we have so far:

-Single and multiplayer building
-Saving and loading blocks/contraptions

-Deleting blocks to break apart or edit your contraptions
-Space Environment! With blocks, characters, gravity toggles and music to match.

-Linkable action blocks which can be remotely triggered
-Drag control wires between action blocks to connect their trigger buttons, allowing you to fire several off at once or create
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branches to create precise sequences

Lots of blocks:

Structural Blocks
-Cube
-Wheel

-Pyramid
-Rhombicuboctahedron

-Plate
-Pole

-Sphere

Mechanical Blocks
-Hinges: An elbow joint letting connected blocks swing about a central axis

-Springs: A linear compression spring letting you create shock absorbers or bouncy bits
-Axles: Allows the two sides to spin freely

-Ball joints: Connects two blocks with a full range of rotation between them

Action Blocks
-Motors: Both clockwise and counterclockwise remote activated motors

-Thrusters: Applies a continuous force to whatever it's attached to and blows away anything in its wake
-Bombs: Trigger an explosion remotely or link several together to really shake things up

FUTURE CONTENT

What we plan on adding:
-Puzzle based missions that require users to build contraptions to accomplish a goal or set of goals.

-Additional environments, each with unique features, blocks, characters, and music!
-More block types that will allow you to build even bigger and more perplexing machines!
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Title: Perplexigon
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
moBack
Publisher:
moBack
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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1\/10
Playing the puzzle mode, but I can't figure it out at all. The only way to advance through levels is to take a block and exploit a
clipping problem to pull it out of a glass case and then put it in a swirly vortex. Each level is the same. Can't understand it or
work out what is puzzling about this. Blocks all appear as cubes whether they are triangles, spheres or whatever they are. The
"interesting shapes" you make is only a bunch of blocks. Again, don't understand it.
I think I would probably advise avoiding this until the developers work out what it is and attempt in some way to communicate
this to us.
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